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11 June 2008

Formerly "GLAST"



The whole sky, 8 times per day:

• Known and unknown sources.
• Good localization.

GBM
2nd instrument

Gamma-ray burst monitor

Large Area Telescope
30 MeV to 300 GeV



Galactic anti-center in the center.
The constellations of the zodiac lie along the ecliptic (gamma-ray astrology?).



4FGL
4th LAT source catalog

ApJS submitted arXiv:1902.10045

5065 total sources (>4σ)

Red: Firm I.D. (354, 239 are pulsars)
Blue: ‘Association’ (~¾ of sources, mostly blazars.) 
Black: No I.D. ( ~¼ of sources)

Un Id’s == Gold mine!



Before Fermi:  10 pulsars seen with CGRO (all confirmed), plus PSR J2021+3651 discovered by AGILE.

Now over 257 Fermi LAT pulsars. 
Update of Fig 2 from 2PC = 2nd Pulsar Catalog ApJ Suppl. 208 17 (2013)

3PC in preparation for 2020.

● known pulsar, gamma phase folded but not gamma detected.
● known pulsar.



Fermi LAT still detecting ~25 gamma pulsars per year.



Isolines are variants of PαṖβ.



Gamma-ray deathline below spin-down power 
Ė = 4Iπ² Ṗ /P3 of 1E33 erg/s.       ( I ≡ 1E45 gm cm² depends on EoS.)

In globular clusters.

Double pulsar,
J0737.

Uncertainty in 
Shklovskii correction*.

Update of 2PC Fig 1.

1st outside Galaxy.

*See e.g. γγγγ MSP Deathline, revisited, Guillemot et al. A&A (2016)



“Radio quiet” ≡  <30 µJy Diagonal : 100 µJy-kpc² pseudo-luminosity.

2PC Fig 3.
3PC update in progress – distance study.

Preliminary



Currently, 234 gamma-ray pulsars listed at* 
https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/GLAMCOG/Public+List+of+LAT-Detected+Gamma-Ray+Pulsars

½ are young, ½ are MSPs.

Of the young:      ½ radio loud,  ½ radio quiet

½ already known. ½ found from Fermi data (½ radio MSPs, ½ young gamma).

>⅓ of all known field MSPs are gamma MSPs.    
For spindown power Ė>5E33 erg/s is >¾. 

Most LAT MSPs faster and noisier than ‘traditional’ MSPs. 
Many ‘black widows’ & ‘redbacks’  laboratories to study recycling.

*257 within the team, + ~20 MSPs waiting.



Today’s talk:

Observables that guide emission models
 Skip spiders (MSP recycling process).

1. Deathlines:
a) Below some Ė does Lγ die, or just fade away?
b) If radio polarization dies at same Ė, are electrons the 

same ones?

2. Geometry:
a) Tallies give relative beam sizes?

b) From the profiles.
c) From polarization.
d) Radio interpulses – orthogonal rotators.

3. Spectral shapes.



Today’s talk:

Observables that guide emission models
Skip spiders (MSP recycling process).

And in fact not say much about MSPs generally.

1. Deathlines:
a) Below some Ė does Lγ die, or just fade away?
b) If radio polarization dies at same Ė, are electrons the 

same ones?

2. Geometry:
a) Tallies give relative beam sizes?

b) From the profiles.
c) From polarization.
d) Radio interpulses – orthogonal rotators.

3. Spectral shapes.



Gamma-ray luminosity versus spindown power

Update of 2PC Fig 9.

d  : Pulsar distance
fΩ : ‘beam fraction’ (set to 1)
G100 : integral energy flux >100 MeV

γγγγ-ray deathline,  Ė below 1033 erg/s.

Uncertainties in 
Shklovskii correction.

2PC Fig 9.
3PC update in progress, distance study.

Here, G100 from 4FGL.
Preliminary

PSR J2208+4056 reported in
Searching a Thousand Radio Pulsars for Gamma-ray Em ission

Smith, Bruel, Cognard et al. 2019, ApJ, 871, 78



Older, lower Ė pulsars 
are plentiful.

Too weak to see 
individually…

…but still contribute to 
the diffuse emission?

Smith et al, ApJ (2019)



The observed deathline and distance selection.
Smith et al, ApJ (2019)
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Pulsar numbers from ATNF database (Manchester et al).

Pulsars folded using ephemerides 
provided mainly by Parkes (Johnston & Kerr), 
Jodrell Bank (Stappers, Lyne, Weltevrede, Espinoza)

and Nançay (Cognard & Guillemot) radio 
observatories.

Update of figure in Laffon, Smith, & Guillemot,
5th Fermi Symposium,    arXiv:1502.03251



Few pulsar models predict a spindown power* cut-off for gamma emission.  

Here: we confirmed a minimum for MSPs near Ė=1.E33 erg/s

*or other combination of PαṖβ.

e.g. Kalapotharakos, Harding, Kazanas, Brambilla ApJ 2017

Emission shifts from GeV to MeV range with decreasing Ė ?



Generally : 
Want the sample of observed high energy pulsars to reflect the true population.

 To accurately guide pulsar models
 To accurately model pulsar contributions to diffuse emission
 To 

18 pulsars seen at 20 keV < Eγγγγ < 30 MeV
only half are seen in Fermi LAT

due in part to the spectral peak in the MeV range
These are high Ė pulsars

*

* B0540-69, Ackermann et al, Science 2015

The archetype low cutoff γ pulsar

Kuiper, Hermsen, Dekker: <100 MeV LAT detection, 
MNRAS (2019)



Radio polarization also dies around same Ė?



The Weltevrede & Johnston plot, with gamma rays (work in progress).
600 polarizations from Johnston & Kerr (2018), 300 from Gould & Lyne (1998).
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To do:
1) High Ė but low pol’n – really?
Often “no!”.  (scattering).

2) Get missing pol’ns.
Nançay is helping out. 

Finding gammas from
J2208+4056

and
J1253-5280

triggered this work.

No MSPs at this time.

J0514-4408 (brs+19)



Dave’s fantasies:

1) The same electrons make the polarized radio beam (the core
not the cone) and the gammas, having looped from the polar 
regions to the outer magnetosphere.

Recent cone & core stuff:
Desvignes et al, Science (2019)

Radio emission from a pulsar’s magnetic pole revealed by general relativity

Johnston & Kramer, MNRAS (2019)
On the beam properties of radio pulsars with interpulse emission

2) Some Ė≈1e33 erg/s polarized gamma pulsars are also 
interpulse. Well-defined geometry, large fΩ.

Eager to see modelers treat radio & gamma together.



Today’s talk:

Observables that guide emission models
 Skip spiders (MSP recycling process).

1. Deathlines:
a) Below some Ė does Lγ die, or just fade away?
b) If radio polarization dies at same Ė, are electrons the 

same ones?

2. Geometry:
a) Tallies give relative beam sizes?

b) From the profiles.
c) From polarization.
d) Radio interpulses – orthogonal rotators.

3. Spectral shapes.



Tallies reveal beam sizes 
in the absence of selection biases. 



Smith et al, ApJ (2019)

δ: γ-radio separation.
∆: γ-peak separation.

J2208+4056
Ė=8e32 erg/s, ~50% polarized.

%5 of radio pulsars 
have an “interpulse”.
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radio emission cone

γ-ray 
emission 
fan beam

Gamma-ray beam:Long in latitude, thin in longitude (caustics). 
Curvature radiation in ‘gaps’.

Model by Alice Hardingζ
ϕ

ζ vs phase ϕ.

Cut across some line-of-sight ζ. 

LOBs 
= Luminous Orbiting Bananas



Radio-loud γ pulsars: closer peaks  bigger offset from radio.
Insight into banana shape & location.

2PC Fig 5.
3PC fitting about to start.

Current trend in pulsar models:

Gamma-ray emission may come from beyond the light cylinder.



Li et al. (2012) and 
Kalapotharakos et al. (2014) use 
a resistive MHD simulation with 
a quasi-consistent prescription 
for the gamma-ray emissivity.

Choose various portions of the 
magnetosphere to make 
resistive, including the model at 
right: FIDO.

The resulting gamma-ray light 
curves are a near-perfect match 
for Fermi data, including both 
radio-loud and radio-quiet 
pulsars!
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Kalapotharakos et al. (2014) 

Words from Matthew Kerr, HEAD March 2019.



“Faint”:   Far. Background. Small fΩ. Large duty cycle.

Low Lγ because:     a) inefficient b) near deathline.

The dark corners of parameter space.

60% duty cycles!   Needs sensitive pulse searches.



Smith et al, ApJ (2019) 

Most deep in 
plane
High b’kgrd

Slowest.
From 1968!

1 lo, 1 hi Ė.

Some very 
narrow peaks.
But not all.

Top: 11 young pulsars (one with a radio interpulse. Another with predicted low luminosity).
Bottom: 4 MSPs (one has 1.8 M☼).
P=Parkes, J=Jodrell Bank, N=Nançay, G=Green Bank.
† = in 8-year source list. 



Radhakrishnan & Cooke. 1969 

Illustration by A. Karastergiou via S. Johnston

radio emission cone

γ-ray 
emissi
on fan 
beam

Looking into the radio 
beam is like looking 
down a 3-D dipole 
“trumpet horn”.



Example: PSR J1253-5820 
Ė= 5e33 erg/s       P0 = 255 ms. 4σ γ pulsations last week.     4FGL J1253.3-5816
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Example: PSR J0514-4408 
Ė= 2.5e33 erg/s       P0 = 320 ms. 3FGL J0514.6-4406

Figures from Bhattacharya et al, ApJ (2019)

Main (gamma) pulse ~100% linear polarization.
Interpulse not polarized. 



Weltevrede, Abdo et al, ApJ (2010).

Careful RVM analysis.

Narrow radio peak
Short lever arm, 
large degeneracy.

Compare gamma data 
to model for RVM α,ζ.

Conclusions a tad 
disappointing.

2019: better gamma 
profiles, and large 
sample of 
radio+gamma pulsars.
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b

LAT spectra for PSR J2021+3651
Abdo et al. 2009, ApJ, 700, 1059 

 b=1   high altitude curvature radiation.

(strong magnetic fields near surface "absorb" 
gammas.)

Of the ~5700 sources in a current pre-4FGL list, pick
stable, cut-off unidentified targets.

e.g. Ranking LAT sources with Machine Learning, Saz Parkinson et al, ApJ 820:8 (2016)

Pulsar spectral ‘signature’ 

Most gamma spectra (=blazars) extend to high energy.   And blazars flare, pulsars mostly don’t.

New – Match UnId gamma sources to UnId steep spectrum radio sources.

ApJ 829:119 (2016) 

MNRAS 461, 1062 (2016) 



New spectral shape in 4FGL (and so, in 3PC too).



4FGL spectra of 3PC pulsars.



4FGL spectra of 3PC pulsars.



4FGL spectra of 3PC pulsars.



4FGL spectra of 3PC pulsars.



Two last things:

• Braking indices 
Torque τ = I Ωdot = kΩn  n = nudotdot*nu/nudot²
PSR B0540-69 (Crab’s twin in the LMC) had Ė jump by 36% (!) and n ~0, 
with no apparent change in gamma flux or profile.

• Mode changes
PSR J1048-5832 changes mode every 17 periods, pol’n to no pol’n, strong to 
weak, and is a gamma pulsar. Model that!

Yan, Manchester, Wang et al https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.01165



Jérôme Pétri’s request for 3PC:
“gamma pulse widths versus energy bands, please.”

We’re doing it!

Tell us your dream parameters, we’ll include if we can.

(Phase-resolved spectra: a 3PC companion paper.)

(Also not in 3PC: optical & X-ray compilations ; SNR associations.)



Some excellent reviews:
γγγγ-ray Pulsar Revolution, P. Caraveo, Annual Review of Astronomy and Astrophysics 52, 2014.
γγγγ-ray Pulsars: a Gold Mine , I. Grenier & A.K. Harding, Compte rendus Physique 16, 2015
The Soft γγγγ-ray Pulsar Population: a High-Energy Overview , L. Kuiper & W. Hermsen, MNRAS 449, 2015
γγγγ-ray Pulsars with Fermi, D.A. Smith et al., arXiv:1706.03592

Conclusions:

• Still collecting ~25 γ-pulsars/year, in 12th year.

• A wealth of observables – a challenge for modelers.

• Faint, low Ė pulsars – a useful special case.


